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Abstract
Site-occupanciesin minerals may be derived by a variety of experimentalmethods. The
use of these methods is briefly reviewed here and particular attention is paid to the
problems and limitations associatedwith the derivation of quantitative site-occupancies
from experimental data. Diffraction methods are the most highly developed of these
techniques,and for two speciesdisorderedover two or more sites can yield results the
precisionof which is dependenton the differencein the scatteringpowers of the atoms
involved. Mdssbauerspectroscopyis used primarily for Fe2* and Fe3* site-occupancy
determinations.The precisionof the results dependson the resolutionof the spectrum;
with decreasing resolution, parameter correlation becomes a problem in the spectrum
refinementand precisionis stronglydecreased.Hydroxyl-bandinfrared spectroscopyhas
been used for site-occupancydeterminationsin OH-bearing minerals. However, this
method is affectedby clustering,and if it is to be used for quantitativesite-occupancy
determinations,either the absenceof clusteringhas to be demonstratedor the methodhas
to be further developed to allow for clustering. There has recently been considerable
developmentin the use ofelectronic absorptionspectroscopyfor qualitativesite-occupancy studies.Somequantitativework is now appearing,and there is considerablepotential
here for further development. Other methods used for qualitative or semi-quantitative
work-'pray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron diffraction, X-ray and neutron diffraction
powder profile-refinement, nuclear magnetic resonancespectroscopy,electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy-have potential for fully quantitative work, but more
developmentis required.Each methodhasits own areaof particularusefulness,and these
methodsshouldbe viewed as complementaryrather than mutually exclusive.
Introduction
In the pasttwenty years,much informationhasbecome
available concerning long-range atomic ordering in the
crystal structuresof minerals. This has been accompanied by investigationsinto the relationshipsbetween
mineralcomposition,structuralstate,physicalproperties
and ambientconditions of crystallization and/or equilibration. The experimentaltechniquesby which such ordering is characterized have also undergone considerable
developmentduring this period. Conventional diffraction
techniques have been refined, and are now capable of
producing results of high precision. A number of spectroscopic techniqueshave been applied to the characterization of ordering in the past fifteen years, and some of
these methodshave been developeduntil they are now
capableof giving quantitative results of high precision.
All of these methods have inherent limitations that
pertain to the experimental method; most diffraction
techniques require reasonably large, good quality crystals, many spectroscopicmethods are not applicableto
specificatomic speciesof interest,e/c.; theselimitations
are quite well-known. When such techniquesare used to
0003-004x/83/0304-0287$02.00

quantitatively determine ordering, there are other inherent problems associatedwith derivation of site-populations from the experimentalresults. It is theseproblems
and the techniquesthat have been developedto deal with
them that are the subject of this review. For the sake of
completeness,most of the common methods of siteoccupancy characteization will be briefly discussed.
However, I will concentrateon thosetechniquesthat are
in generaluse, becauseit is for these techniquesthat the
problems associated with quantitative site-population
derivation have been examined in detail. Experience
suggeststhat similar problems will be encountered in
other techniqueswhen they are usedextensivelyfor sitepopulation characterization.
Diffraction methods
Dffiaction
The unit cell of a crystal contains atoms in various
positions, and electro-magneticradiation (with a wavelength comparable to lattice spacings) scattered from
different atomswill have phasedifferenceswith respectto
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each other. During Bragg diffraction, the amplitude F1,11 with a1.;
subjectto the constrairrtthat the site be completeof the scattered wave is given by
ly occupiedby scatteringspecies:
n

Fnn :
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51exp 2zri(lrx1+ lcyl + lz)

?uu:t

j:r

exp (-Bj sin2 0/tr2)

(l)

where S.;is the scatteringfactor at the jth site in the cell, x.;
are the positionalcoordinatesofthejth site, and Bi is the
isotropic temperaturefactor, a function ofthe vibrational
displacement
of the atom(s)at the jth site.
In a standarddiffraction experiment, a large number of
structure factors (lF1,plvalues) are measured;this number
is generally well in excess of the number of variable
parametersof a crystal structure, and consequentlythese
parametersmay be determinedfrom the structure factors.
Examinationof Equation (l) shows these parametersto
be: (1) scatteringfactors at the n sitesin the unit cell, (2)
positional parametersfor the n sites in the unit cell, (3)
vibrational parameters at the n sites in the unit cell,
together with a scalefactor that relates the observeddata
to the calculationsof Equation(1). In most structures,the
presenceof symmetrysignificantlyreducesthe numberof
variable parameters. More realistic models for the thermal vibration of atoms may be used, but this does not
affect the subject of this paper. In general, the chemical
composition of the crystal used in the diffraction experiment is known; thus the scatteringfactors are not generally considered as variable once the atoms have been
correctly identified. The exception to this occurs when
atoms are disorderedover more than one crystallographically unique site, when the scatteringfactors at these sites
are composite averagesof all the atoms occupying these
sites in the crystal. With the assumptionthat all atoms at
a site have the same positional coordinates and thermal
parameters,equation(l) may be modifiedto

(4)

As we are primarily concerned with the derivation of
site-occupancies,
the form of the scatteringfactorf is of
considerableinterest. Most site-occupancystudies are
generally carried out with X-rays or thermal neutrons.
For X-rays, the scatteringfactor/is a complex function
of sin d/tr(Fie. l). For neutrons,the scatteringis independent of sin 0/I. For neutron scattering, equation (3) has
s o l u t i o n s f o r i : 2 a n d j : | - - +m o n l y ; w h e n i > 2 ( t h r e e
or more scattering speciesdistributed over two or more
sites), there is no general solution for a single neutron
diffraction experiment. For X-ray diffraction, the relative
decrease of scattering power with increasing sin 0/)r
differs slightly between scatteringspecies.Thus equation
(3) becomesa set of N equations,where N is the number
of unique reflections recorded in the X-ray diffraction
experiment.In principle, these equationscan be solved
for any number of scattering species(n) distributed over
any number of sites (m). Hawthorne and Grundy (1977)
used this idea to refine the occupancy of three scattering
speciesover three sites in an amphibole;they obtained
extremely large standard deviations using a full-matrix
method, and concluded that it is impractical to derive
site-occupanciesof more than two scattering species
distributedover two or more unique sitesin a crystal.
Site-occupancy derivation

In the earlieststudiesconcernedwith site-occupancies,
an overall temperaturefactor was applied to all atoms in
the structure. On Fourier projections, site-occupancies
were evaluatedby electron counts or peak height values
at the sites involved in the disorder (e.g., Whittaker,
1949).An alternative method involved the calculation of
rn*,: j (i t.r) exp2m(hx;+ kyj+ tz,J)
R-factors for several possible alternative distributions of
cations, generallyfor a subsetof the structure factor data
exp (-Bj sin2d/L2; (2) that was particularly sensitive to the site-occupancies
adopted(Steinfink,1962;FanelIet al.,1963). Later, sitewheren is the numberof occupiedsitesin the cell, a1iare occupancieswere determined by manual adjustment of
the site-occupancies
of the jth site by the ithatom, anOI is the scatteringfactors such that the isotropic temperature
the scatteringfactor of the ith atom. It is instructiveto re- factors at the sites involved were approximately equal
write Equation (1) in this way as it emphasizesthat a (Ghoseand Hellner, 1959;Ghose,1961).There were two
single diffraction experiment can only determine the main drawbacks to this method. The solution was not a
composite scatteringfrom each site in the structure.
least-squaressolution and least-squaresstandard deviA vacancy may be consideredas a scatteringspecies ations could not be assignedto the derived site-populawith a scattering power of zero. Thus a site in a crystal tions. Second,the assumptionthat the isotropictemperacan always be consideredto be fully occupied by scatter- ture factors at the sites involved in the atom disorder are
ing species,even if it is not fully occupiedby atoms. A
equal is not necessarilyvalid. Burnham (1962)reviewed
single diffraction experiment gives the total scattering severalfactors upon which the magnitudeof the isotropic
power S; at each occupied site in a crystal structure:
temperaturefactors depend; such aspectsas coordination
number and degree of cation (or anion) substitutional
(3) disorder can significantly affect isotropic temperature
s : : ) f ial
factors.
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occupanciesto be equal to the total site-group chemistry
indicated by a chemical analysis (Finger, 1969b):
b.;ar; : C1

(6)
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Fig. l. X-ray scatteringfactorsas a functionof sin d/Lfor
somemineralogically
importantcations.

A more satisfactory solution would involve the direct
determination of site-populationsfrom least-squaresrefinement of diffraction data. This techniquewas proposed
by Fischer (1963,1968),who suggestedtwo methodsby
which this could be done: (l) multiplying the scattering
curve of an atom by a variable that is a refinable parameter in the least-squaresprocedure; (2) expressingthe
scattering power of the atoms occupying a site by the
weightedsum of the individual scatterers;thus
f-:

ar^fr * az^fz

(5a)

where bi is the multiplicity of the jth site and C; is the cell
contentof the itn scatteringspecies.
Finger (1969a)applied this method to site-occupancy
refinement of grunerite, obtaining considerably reduced
variable correlation and rapid convergenceof the refinement. This constraint procedure was incorporated in the
programs nnne (Finger, 1969c)and r.nrNe4(Finger and
Prince, l97O and has sincebeenusedin the refinementof
site-occupancies
in numerousminerals.
Constraints of the type indicated in Equations (4) and
(6) may be thought of as rigid constraints, as the constrained parametersare forced to exactly obey the constraintequation.In the caseofEquation (4), this is a valid
assumption.For Equation(6), it is not as the cell content
(CJ of the i'n scatteringspeciesis generallyan experimentally derivedquantityand its exact valueis not known. ln
addition, the diffraction data also contains information on
the bulk composition of the crystal. Both these factors
can be given weight in the refinement if the method of
Waser (1963)is used to apply the constraints(Rollet,
1970). In this procedure, the constraints are treated in
exactly the sameway as the observationalequations,and
the suitably weighted squares of the residuals resulting
from the constraint equations are incorporated in the
minimization function

M:>

wiA4+ )

*u Ap?

(7)

I

where AF1is the differenceofthe observedand calculated
structure factor for the i'n reflection, and App is the
di-fference
betweenthe calculatedconstraint parametercn
(1966)
Fischer
used equation(5a) to determinethe FeMg site-occupanciesin a cummingtoniteoriginally refined (calc.) and its observedvalue c. (obs.). The weighting
by Ghose (1961).There were considerablecorrelation parameter wk reflects the confidence with which the
value of cn (obs.) is known; thus wp should be some
problemsand the final solution had to be "normalized" to
the known cell content.Burnhamand Radoslovich(1963) inverse function of the standard deviation of c., with
used equation (5b) to successfullydetermine K-Na occu- exact constraintshaving very high weight. However, the
pancies of the interlayer cation position in coexisting relationship between wi and wp (their relative magnitudes) is not all that clear. Where a bulk chemical
muscovite and paragonite.
In a refinement of the structure of grunerite, Finger constraint is only approximate, an overall charge-balance
equation may be required to ensure that the overall
(1969a)found that when the site-occupanciesof the four
M siteswere refined,the sum ofthe refinedsite-occupan- formula remains electrostaticallv neutral.
cies did not agree with the bulk chemistry of the crystal
calculated from a chemical analysis. This situation was Precision
also observedin other cases(e.g., Burnhamet al., l97l).
The precision with which site-occupanciescan be meaIn Equation (1), Si and exp(-B1sin20/)r,2)
are of similar sured depends on the difference in scattering factors of
form. As F6p1is the sum of products of these functions, the atoms involved. X-ray scattering factors are a functhey are highly correlated and the presence of sin 0/\
tion of atomic number. Thus it is easy to distinguish
dependentsystematicerror in the diffraction data induces scatterersof disparateatomic number (such as Mg and Fe
systematicerror in both S1and 81. This general problem or Al and Fe) but ordering of atoms that are adjacent or
was circumvented by constraining the sum of the site- near-neighborsin the periodic table (Al and Si, Fe and
f^:

at^fr + (l - a1j/2

(5b)
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Fig. 2. A comparisonof X-ray (o) and Neutron (O)
scatteringfactors as a function of atomic numberfor some
mineralogically
importantcations;X-ray scatteringfactorsare
calculated
for sin 0/)r: 0.30.

Mn) cannot be reliably characterized in this fashion
without resorting to specialtechniques.Using bulk chemical constraints of the form of Equation (6), Mg/Fe siteoccupanciesare routinely determinedwith assignedstandard deviations of -0.005 atoms. For AVSi ordering,
assigned standard deviations are generally >0.1 and
direct determinationof site-occupanciesby normal X-ray
structure refinementis not practical. At high values of sin
0/\, the relative difference in X-ray scattering factors
betweenAl and Si increases,reaching-157o at sin 0/\ 0.8-0.9. Fischer (1965)first proposedthe determination
Al/Si ordering by the refinementof high-angleX-ray data;
Fischer and Zehme (1967)used this method for microcline, and Kosoi e/ al. 0974\ used it for aluminous
orthopyroxenes, quoting a (root?) mean square error of
0.04; both studies gave results that were in accord with
the observedmean bond lengths.Conversely,Brown e/
al. (1974)were unsuccessfulin attempts to refine Al/Si
site-populationsin sanidine using high-angle X-ray data
(Phillips and Ribbe, 1972);they also noted large correlations (-0.87) betweenthe occupancyparametersand the
anisotropic temperature factor coefficients, suggesting
that refinement of high-angle X-ray data is not an adequate method for characterization of AVSi ordering in
feldspars.Direct determinationof Al/Si site-occupancies
by refinementof high-angledata is probably now feasible
using current state-of-the-artcrystallographictechniques;
however, the precision of such a determination is not
known.
For neutron scattering, the scattering length of the
elementsincreasesgradually with increasing mass number, but is also subject to irregular fluctuations (Fig. 2).
For most elements,the scatteringlength is positive, but

for a few (e.9.,H, Ti, Mn) it is negative.The significant
differencesin scattering lengths between some elements
adjacent in the periodic table allow site-occupancycharacterization that is not feasible by direct X-ray methods.
Although the number of instanceswhere this is possibleis
limited (Fig. 2), the fact the Ti and Mn have negative
scattering lengths means that relative ordering of Fe-Ti
and Fe-Mn can be very precisely characterizedby neutron diffraction. This has not yet been exploited to any
great extent, and thus the precision attainable on a
routine basis is not yet known. The neutron scattering
lengths of Al and Si differ by -20%. This difference has
been used successfullyby Brown et al. (1974),Pince et
al. (1973)and other workers to successfullyrefine AVSi
site-occupanciesto an adequatedegreeofprecision (o 0.02-0.03) using constrained site-occupancy refinement
techniques.
The standard deviations quoted above are routinely
obtained in current site-occupancyrefinements.However, these valuesmay be somewhatmisleading,as they are
calculated with the assumptionthat the crystal composition is known exactly.In many cases,the precisionof the
bulk constraint calculated from the chemical analysis is
much less than the precision of the site-occupancies
determined.More reasonablestandarddeviationsshould
be obtainedusing "soft" constraints,as in equation(7),
but this has not yet been used extensively.
Disorder of three or more species
In order to obtain an exact solution to equation (3) for i
) 2, more than one experimentis necessary.In general,
for i speciesthere must be (i-1) valuesof S;; that is, (i-l)
diffraction experiments or a total of (i-1) diffraction experiments plus externally derived site-occupancies.The
value of such combined studies has been emphasized
previously(Burnhamet al.,l97l; Hawthorne and Grundy, 1977).
In a well-refined crystal structure, the mean bond
lengths of coordination polyhedra are generally determined to quite high precision. Such mean bond lengths
are related to the size ofthe cations and anions constituting the coordination polyhedron, and thus information on
site-occupancymay be obtained. This situation is complicated by the fact that the factors controlling the variation
of mean bond lengths in crystals are not completely
understooddespite considerableeffort in this area (Shannon, 1975,1976;Brown and Shannon,1973;Baur,1974,
1978).Thus simple comparisonof ionic radii sums cannot
be expectedto yield accurateanswersexcept in the more
extremeand/orfortuitous cases.However, many studies
have shownthat in groupsofisomorphousstructures,the
mean bond lengths of individual coordination polyhedra
may be related fairly precisely to the mean ionic radii of
the constituentcations(Novak and Gibbs, 1970;Brown,
1978; Cameron and Papike, 1980; Hawthorne, 1981a).
This is presumably the result of the fact that the ligancy
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and local environment of the coordination polyhedron
remain reasonably constant across the series of structures, and the polyhedron respondslinearly to the variations in cation size without any other factors affecting the
stereochemistry.Where such relationshipsare well-characterized,they can be usedto derive site-occupancies
or
contribute to site-assignmentsin structure refinements.
For i > 2, equation (3) may have ranges of parameter
values that lead to physically impossiblesolutions(i.e.,
negativesite-occupancies),thereby placing limits on possiblesite-occupancies.
In most cases,theselimits will be
so wide as to be of little value. However, an advantageous combination of positive and negative scattering
speciesin neutron diffraction can lead to a limited range
of real solutions that can provide useful information. As
an example of this, consider the site-occupancyrefinement of potassianoxy-kaersutite (Kitamura et al., 1975).
When the observed neutron scattering densities at the
three octahedrally coordinated M sites are considered
together with the unit cell contents from the chemical
analysis, allowable solutions to the site-occupancyequations occur for M(1) Ti site-occupancies
between -0.25
and -0.29; as this accountsfor nearly 90Voof the Ti in the
unit cell, an adequate answer to the question of Ti
distribution in oxy-kaersutite was derived from the experiment even though an exact solution was not obtained.
Specific radiation dffi action
The essentialfeature of these methods, as developed
by Duncan et al. (1973), is to perturb normal Bragg
scatteringby a competingmechanismthat is related to the
presenceofthe cation(or anion)ofinterest in the mineral.
The difference between the scattering in the normal and
perturbed conditions consists predominantly of information concerningthe site-distribution of the atom of interest. Methodsofthis type have not beenusedto any great
extent, but they have the potential to characterizeatoms
that cannot easily be examined by other methods due to
interferencefrom other atoms in the structure.
Duncan et al. (1975)and Johnstonand Duncan (1975)
used anomalousX-ray scatteringto derive the site-distributions of Fe2+ and Mn3* in cordierite and tourmaline
respectively.Here, a specifictype of atom is inducedto
scatter anomalously by using X-rays of a wavelength
close to its absorption edge. The results are compared
with those of a normal scatteringexperiment, in principle
isolating the anomalousscattering contribution and measuring the distribution of the anomalous scatterer. The
method was demonstratedusing both powder difraction
of FeKa and CuKa radiation, and single-crystal(10 x l0
x I mm plate) diffraction of white X-radiation using
energy dispersive detection. Only three or four reflections were measuredin each case; a much larger data set
is preferable, low counting times notwithstanding. As
suggestedby Whittaker (1975), the use of synchroton
radiation would speed up measurementtime and allow
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the use of smaller specimenswith the energy dispersive
method.
Duncan et al. (1973)suggestusing yray diffraction with
a moving rray source. Under these conditions, any
M<issbauer sensitive isotopes present will also show
nuclear scattering when the source is moving at the
resonancevelocity. Comparisonof the diffraction on and
off resonancegives information concerning the phase of
the contributionfrom the Mossbauersensitiveatom; thus
ordering may be characterized. No details of such a
determination are yet available.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a technique of
considerablepotential with regard to the characterization
of order/disorderin minerals. At present, the low resolution of the technique precludes its use on a quantitative
level, but future improvementsin both intensity and
resolutionshouldpromoteits usein this area.A review of
the application of this technique to geology is given by
Bancroft et al. (1979). Photoelectrons generated below
the surface of a single-crystal may be diffracted before
they reach the surface of the crystal. The resultant
ejected electron flux shows directional anisotropy that is
a function of the structure of the samplecrystal. Adams et
al. (1978)haveusedthis techniqueof X-ray photoelectron
dffiaction to characterize cation ordering in micas. The
potential of this technique is considerable,but much
development is required before the results are fully
quantitative.
Powder dffiaction methods
The discussiongiven above has centered on singlecrystal difraction. Many minerals, both natural and synthetic, do not occur in crystals suitablefor single-crystal
diffraction experiments. Quantitative information on ordering can be derived by powder diffraction provided the
structure is not too complex. In a powder diffraction
pattern, reflections generally overlap and thus individual
intensitiescannotbe measureddirectly. However, much
of the information in theseintensities is still presentin the
powder pattern. This may be extracted and used for
structure refinement using the profile-fitting refinement
procedureof Rietveld(1969).Althoughprimarily usedfor
powder neutron diffraction, the method has also been
usedfor site-occupancycharacteization in powder X-ray
diffraction(Nord, 1977;Nord and Stefanidis,1980).
Mdssbauer spectroscoPy
Mdssbauer resonance
The Mossbauer effect is the recoil-free emission and
absorption of yrays by a specific atomic nucleus. The
emission of a yray during a nuclear transition normally
causes a recoil of the emitting atom; this recoil energy
dissipates by transfer to the phonon spectrum of the
structure. As the phonon spectrum is quantized, this
transfer must occur in integral multiples of the phonon
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energy and the probability exists that no energy is transferred. The effective line-width of the zero-phonon (recoil-free) process is that of the yray; this is extremely
small (Wertheim, 1964,Chap. 4, Fie.l) in relation to the
characteristicenergiesof interaction between the nucleus
and its surrounding electrons. If the zero-phonon yray
encountersanother nucleus, its energy may be absorbed
by raising that nucleus to an excited state, provided the
transition energiesof the emissionand absorption events
are equal to within the line-width of the 7ray. As the linewidth of the yray is much smaller than the characteristic
interaction energies between nuclei and electrons, a
changein structural environment is generally sufficientto
bring the two nuclei out of resonance. However, the
energy of the Tray may be modulated by applying a
doppler shift to bring the system into resonance.In this
way, nuclear transition energies may be compared in
diferent environments.
A changein the s-electron density at the nucleus of an
atom will result in a shift in the nuclear energy levels.
Where such a variation occurs between emitter and
absorber, the processes are separated in the energy
spectrumby an amount known asthe Isomer Sftrl GS) or
Chemical Sltrlt (CS). This quantity is thus a measureof
the relative s-electrondensity at the nucleus.Two factors
are principally responsiblefor variations in isomer shift.
Screening of s-electrons from the nucleus by valence
electrons is strongly affected by valence state and degree
of covalent bonding. Thus isomer shift may be used to
characterize valence state and coordination number. If
the nucleus does not have a uniform charge density, a
quadrupole moment arises which can interact with the
electric field gradient (EFG) at the nucleus to lift the
degeneracy of the nuclear states. The splitting of the
nuclear energy levels gives rise to a series of possible
transitions between the ground and excited states of the
nucleus,the number ofwhich dependson the nuclear spin
quantum number. For 57Fe (I : ll2) in paramagnetic
materials,the ground state is not split and the first excited
state (1 : 3/2) is split into two levels; the two allowable
transitions give rise to a doublet in the energy spectrum;
the separation of the two components is known as the
Quadrupole Splitting (QS) and is thus a measure of the
EFG at the nucleus.Principal factors affectingthe EFG at
the nucleus are the non-sphericalelectron distribution in
the atom itself, a function of valence state. and the nonsphericalcomponentof the crystal field. Thus quadrupole
splitting may be used to characterize valence state and
variations in structural environment.
Site-oc c up ancy de rivatio n
There are thirty or so isotopesthat are sensitive to the
Mtissbauer effect. There have been some studies of Sb
and Sn in minerals(Stevensand Maclntosh, 1977;Baker
and Stevens, 1977) but virtually all quantitative sitepopulation studies have involved 57Fe.Early studies of
iron in minerals(Pollaket al.,1962;de Costerer al.,1963)

were reconnaissancein nature. Gibb and Greenwood
(1965)correctly assignedthe spectrum of cummingtonite
by a qualitative consideration of site-populations. The
introduction of least-squaresrefinement techniques to
spectrum fitting led to quantitative and more extensive
studies of iron site-populationsin silicate minerals (Bancroft et al., 1966,l967a,b;Evans et al., 1967,Ghoseand
Hafner, 1967;Virgo and Hafner, 1968, 1969).
Bancroft (1967, 1970)and Bancroft et al. (1967a)have
considered the assumptionsinherent in using the M0ssbauer effect for site-populationcharacterizationofiron in
silicates when two distinct quadrupole split doublets
occur in the spectrum. We may generalize this to r
quadrupolesplit doubletsin the spectrum.The areaunder
a peak is given by (Bancroft et al.,1967a)
il =

t,

T

fifaoriG(ni, f;, oo)ni

(8)

where f1 is the recoil-free fraction of the absorber at the
site giving rise to the peak i, f" is the recoil-free fraction of
the emitter, o6 is the maximum resonant absorption
cross-section1: peak height per absorbing atom), 4 is
the half-width of the peak (peak width at half-height),
G(ni,fi,oo) is the saturation correction, and n; is the
number of atoms per formula unit at the site giving rise to
the peak i. Expressing the area of the j'h peak as a
function of the total absorption
/r

/r

At/>Ai=njf
/

i=t

2C,nt
/

(9)

i=l

where
G;(n;,fi,oe)
c,=+1
Gi(n;,fi,os)
lj

Tj

In most studies, Ci is assumedto be unity. Considering
the individual terms in the above expressionfor Ci, this
generally seemsto be a reasonableassumption, but has
never been proven to be correct in a solid solution series.
Saturationcorrections approachunity for thin absorbers,
and small deviations from this value should be selfcancelling providing that the ni values are not radically
different from each other (Bancroft, 1973).This is not the
casewhen measureablesaturation does occur; this situation can be corrected by running at lower absorber
concentrations. Extensive experimental evidence has
confirmed that half-widths of single-peaksare approximately equal. The recoil-free fractions at energetically
similar sites should be equal. In principle, the recoil-free
fractions can be determined, but this has rarely been
done. Some studies have derived C values different from
unity but such results have often been somewhatcontroversial.
An experimental Mcissbauer spectrum is shown in
Figure 3. Each data point represents the number of
counts recorded over that particular source velocity
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ai is the ith peak haH-width(full width at half peak height),
and b is the backgroundintensity. The area of the ith peak
may be written as
z
o

Ai = 24(! - y(0)J/2

c
e
o

(ll)

Slight sinusoidaland linear deviations occur in the background intensity due to source movement and instrumental drift; b is modified in the above intensity equation to
account for thesefeatures. Least-squaresrefinementprocedure minimizes Ro, the weighted sum of the squaresof
the residualsfor each data point (spectrum channel):
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m

VELOCITY ( I4M./SEC. ]

wJvP- vil'z

Ro=

(r2)

r=l

where w. is the weight of the rfr observations (usually
assigned from counting statistics), yP is tne observed
beam intensity at the r'h channel, and yi is the calculated
beam intensity at the rft channel (calculated using the
least-squaresparameter estimates). Law (1973)has consideredthe casewhen there is no systematicerror in the
data or the model. In this case, an ideal residual defined
as
m

Rr=

w,ty9- y1l2

(13)

r=l

where y[ is the calculated beam intensity at the rs
channel (calculated using the correct parameter values),
ur.l.-rt i"r.rr'... ,
would be non-zero on account of random error in the
Fig. 3. TheM6ssbauer
spectrumof potassian
ferri-taramite. data. Ry follows the chi-squareddistribution; if a set of
fitted parametersis a valid approximation to the correct
set of values, then Ro is a value from this distribution
(Law,
1973).To test the hypothesisthat the least-squares
interval, and the length of the vertical dash represents
parameter estimates are a valid approximation for the
two standarddeviationsbasedon counting statistics. The
correct values, the percentagepoints of the chi-squared
counts at the margins of the spectrum represent the
distribution are used to assess the probability that R1
background counts and are approximately constant; the
average background value is termed the off-resonance would exceedRo. When refining spectrum parameters,a
decreasein Ro is generally associatedwith an improvecount. Towards the center of the spectrum, the counts
ment in the model, until an acceptablefit occurs when Ro
decrease;this is due to the resonant absorption of Trays
lies between the 99% and lVo points of the chi-squared
of this specificenergy by the sample.The ideal shapeof a
Within these limits, statistical tests cannot
distribution.
(line)
in a Mdssbauer spectrum is
single absorption peak
discriminate between alternate models (Law, 1973).GivLorentzian. Thus the observed spectrum consists of a
series of Lorentzian peaks, the number and characteris- en two statistically acceptablesolutions to the spectrumfitting procedure, the simpler solution is to be preferred
tics of which are a function of the crystal structure of the
on statistical grounds alone. However, if additional inforits
sample.Unfolding the observedenvelopeinto
compomation is availablefrom another technique that indicates
nent Lorentzian peaks is done using least-squaresrefinethat
the more complex solution is correct, then the more
ment techniques.The intensity of the transmitted beam y
complex
solution is to be preferred. In this case, we
as a function of its energy x for a spectrum containing I
our solution on the basis of external informaconstrain
lines may be expressedas
tion, and the simpler solution is rejected not on statistical
I
b - v(o)i
grounds, but because it does not conform with these
(10)
v=b-2 l+4(x-x(O)J'zla?
external constraints.
i= I
Statistical tests are used as a measureof comparison
where x(0)1is the resonantvelocity of the ith peak, y(0)i is
between alternatemodels. with the residual as a measure
the beam intensity at the resonantvelocity ofthe ith peak,
of the agreement between the observed data and a
-?

-t

t
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corresponding set of calculated values derived from the
least-squaressolution. Statistical acceptability and a low
residual are no guarantee that the derived model is
correct; they merely indicate that the derived model
adequately (but not exclusively) explains the observed
data. The most obvious examples of this are the M<issbauer spectra of the amphiboles of the magnesiocummingtonite-grunerite series (Bancroft et al., 1967a:
Hafner and Ghose,1971).The C2lm amphibolestructure
indicates that the correct (ideal) spectrum model should
consistof four quadrupole-splitFe2+doublets.However,
statistically acceptablefits are obtained for two quadrupole-splitFe2+ doublets.Doublet intensity (Bancroft er
al.,1967a;Hafner and Ghose,l97l; Ghoseand Weidner,
1972) and local stereochemistry (Hawthorne, l98lb)
show that three of the four doublets overlap almost
perfectly in the spectra and have very similar IS and eS
values. The correct (ideal) four-doublet model cannot be
resolved, as the spectrum does not contain sufficient
information for this to be done. This is not to say that
useful information cannot be derived from the two-peak
solution in this particular case;however, it does illustrate
that statistical acceptability and correctnessare not necessarily concomitant.
For most problems of interest in mineralogy, Mdssbauer spectraconsist of a complex overlap of peaks that
reflect diferential occupancy of more than one crystallographic site in the mineral structure. In such cases, the
precision with which the parameters of interest can be
determinedis strongly a function of the degreeof overlap
of the constituentpeaks. This has been investigatedby
Dollase(1975)for the caseoftwo overlappedpeaksusing
simulated spectra. Several interesting features emerged
from this work. First, for equal area and equal width
Lorentzian peaks, separatemaxima in the envelopeoccur
for peak separationsgreater than llt/T?0.6) peak width.
Second,the uncertainly associatedwith the derived peak
area is a function of the peak separationand the peak-tobackground ratio. BecauseFe3+ shows much less variation than Fe2* in quadrupole splitting values for most
minerals, complex Fe3* spectragenerally show far greater overlap than comparably complex Fe2+ spectra. Consequently, Fe3+ site-occupanciesare usually far lessprecisely determined than Fe2+ site-occupancies.
The problems associated with peak overlap and the
corresponding correlation problems in the least-squares
fitting procedure may be alleviated somewhatby incorporating into the model additional information that is external to the spectral data itself. There are two types of
constraints that are widely used:
(l) Width constraints: Mrissbauer spectral examination of many end-member compounds suggeststhat the
peak widths corresponding to Fe2+ in various sites are
equal in a specified sample. Thus in the spectrum refinement procedure, the width of all the peaks can be
constrainedto be equal, with a considerableimprovement
in both the convergence rate and standard deviations.

This is a commonlyusedconstraint;however,it may not
always be valid. In a solid solution, variation in the local
environmentofa site can causepeak broadening(substitutional broadening); if the amount of variation differs
amongthe different unique sitesin a structure, ditrerential
substitutional broadeningmay result, leading to different
half-widths for different Fe2+ doublets. For Fe3* in very
dilute concentrations, relaxation broadening (Blume,
1966; Wignall, 1966)may produce peak-width asymmetry, as appears to be the case in clinozoisites (Dollase,
1973).Despitethesecasescited here,for complexmixedvalence minerals, a general equal peak-width constraint
may be advisable unless there is strong evidence to
suggestotherwise; there is a danger that a single Fe3+
doublet with an unconstrainedpeak-width may pick up all
sorts of minor contributions that arise from minor errors
in several Fe2+doublets and end up considerablydistorted from its correct configuration.
(2) Area constrarnts:Experimentalevidencesuggests
that the individual peaks of a quadrupole-split doublet
should have approximately equal intensity (Bancroft er
al., 1967b).This is another very powerful constraint that
is frequently used in spectral refinement. This constraint
may not be strictly correct as preferred orientation in a
sample can give rise to intensity asymmetry in quadrupole-split doublets (see, for example, the single-crystal
spectragiven by Duncan and Johnston, 1974,and Goldman et al., 1977).Fortunately, mixing and grinding the
samplewith an inert equidimensionalfiller such as sugar
satisfactorilyremovespreferred orientation. Generally an
asymmetry of a few percent is present in most spectra,
but is generally not sufficient to interfere with the spectrum fitting and useful operation of equal-intensity constraints. Such residual asymmetry could be crudely handled by including an overall asymmetry parameterin the
refinementprocess, but such a procedure is not generally
used.
In complex, poorly-resolved spectra, such as that
shown in Figure 3, the final solution is only as good as the
constraints which were used in the fitting procedure. If
the constraints are true, then the fitted parameters are
valid; however, if the constraints Ere wrong (or inappropriate) then the solution will be wrong. As emphasized
above, the selection of constraints requires careful consideration of the problem at hand, and the constraints
flnally used may represent a compromise between the
"ideal" constraintsand the constraintsthat give the most
realistic solution. These width and area constraints are
rigid constraints as applied in normal spectrum fitting
procedures. These constraints are not exact (width and
area constraints, even if ideally exact, are perturbed by
substitutionalbroadeningand residual orientation and, in
addition, the spectrum contains information on relative
peak widths and relative areas of QS doublet components). Consequentlythey should be used as "soft"
constraints rather than hard constraints, as discussedin
the section on difraction.
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Precision
Least-squaresrefinement is a widely used method in
science.The reasonfor this is that once convergencehas
been attained, some kind of precision (a standard deviation) can easily be assignedto the variable parametersof
the model. However, some Mdssbauer studies in the
literature do not report standard deviations for their
assigned site-population. These values are not useful
without some estimation (a minimum estimation in the
case of least-squaresmodelling) of their precision. The
site-occupancy (xj) of the M<issbauer-sensitiveatom at
the jth site may be written as

X.

x:: &m.;
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can be derived from the variation ofthe upper and lower
velocity area ratios with Tray incidence angle, without
having to resolve the individual quadrupole-split peaks.
Duncan and Johnston(1973)have used this method to
derive site-occupanciesin olivine, where great difrculty
is encounteredin resolving and assigningindividual quadrupole-split doublets in the powder Mcissbauerspectrum.
Duncan and Johnston(1974)used this method to assign
site-occupanciesin cordierite, but their results are questioned by Goldman et al. (1977).This method seemsto
have potential for poorly resolved but fairly simple spectra; however, for more complex spectra, the solution is
probably not very well defined.

(14)
Vibrational spectroscoPY

Vibrational spectroscopy involves the interaction between electro-magnetic radiation and the vibrational
modes of a crystal. A vibrational mode in a crystal will
absorb electromagneticradiation if the frequenciesof the
vibration and the radiation are coincident and if the
excited vibration results in a changein the dipole moment
of the crystal; this gives rise to infrared absorption
spectroscopy. Electromagnetic radiation may be elastically scatteredby a crystal (Rayleigh scattering).Scattering may also occur inelastically. In this case, the scattering episodeis accompaniedby a vibrational transition in
the crystal, where energy is absorbedfrom or imparted to
the scatteredradiation; this is the Raman effect and gives
rise to Raman spectroscoPY.
Both methods have found considerableapplication for
order-disorder phenomenain solids, and comprehensive
reviews are given by White (1967, 1974)and White and
Keramidas(1972).Theseauthors also give a classification
of the different types of ordering that can occur, derivative from a parent structure. Most types of ordering
consideredinvolve a changein cell sizeand/orsymmetry.
The principal applications of vibrational spectroscopy
involve the characterization of such ordering by factor
group analysis of the vibrational spectra (White and
DeAngelis, 1967;DeAngelis et al., 1971).Such an approach is not applicableto many problems of mineralogical interest where relative cation ordering at non-equivalent sites does not affect the factor group symmetry of the
crystal. However, where a particular vibrational band can
be associatedwith the vibration at a specific site in a
crystal, variation in the cation type occupying that site
Single-crystal Mdssbauer method
can be correlatedwith a shift in frequency ofthe associatFor a single-crystal absorber, the area ratio of the
ed spectral band. Most work in this area has involved
peaks of a quadrupole-split doublet is a function of the
infrared spectroscopy. The Raman effect requires exact
angle the incoming yray beam makes with the electric translational symmetry over several unit cells in order to
field gradient at the Mrissbauernucleus. If a M<issbauer- produce a sharp spectrum (White, 1975).Perturbation of
sensitivespeciesoccupiesmore than one crystallographi- this symmetry by order-disorder causes rapid peak
cally unique site in a structure, the responseof atoms at
broadening and loss of detail in the Raman spectrum,
each site to changing incidence angle of the Tray beam suggestingthat Raman spectroscopy will be of limited
will be different, provided significant differences in the
application to this type of order-disorder. Experimental
EFG occur at each of these sites. Thus site-occupancies evidence to this efect can be seen by comparing the

where \ is the relative area of the doublet assignedto x.;,
Xt is the total amountof Mcissbauersensitivespeciesper
unit cell, and m; is the rank of the equipointof the j'h site
(the numberof jth sitesin the unit cell).
Thus the standard deviation of the site-population is
made up of contributions from \ and Xt. Generally the
standard deviation associated with Xt is neglected (a1though there is no reason why this should be done), and
the standarddeviation ofthe site-populationis the scaled
standarddeviation of the area ratio \. In order that the
calculatedstandarddeviations be correctly calculated,all
variable parameters must have been varied in the last
Ieast-squarescycle and the full variance-covariancematrix must be used in the error propagationcalculation for
the area ratio.
Standard deviations derived from nonlinear leastsquaresrefinement must be treated with caution. If the
estimated standard deviations are small enough that the
functions are linear over a range of several standard
deviations, then the normal methods of testing linear
hypothesescan be applied; this is hopefully the general
casein most usesof least-squares
refinement.However,
ifthere are departuresfrom linearity in this range, as is to
be expectedifhigh correlationsgive rise to large standard
deviations, then variance-ratio tests are no longer exact.
This is presumably the origin of the "imprecisely determined" standard deviations in the study of Dollase
(1975), and this effect should be borne in mind when
assessing the significance of site-populations derived
from spectrain which high correlations are encountered.
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Raman spectrafor actinolite (White, 1975)and tremolite
(Blahaand Rosasco,1978).
A random solid solution should exhibit the vibrational
bands characteristic of its end-members, with a linear
shift in frequency with composition. This type of behavior has often been observedfor mineral series, and is
generallyaccompaniedby peak-broadeningin the central
regions of the series. Such peak-broadeningin the infrared spectra is a useful qualitative indicator ofdisorder in
series that show order-disorder over more than one
unique site in a crystal (Martin, 1970;Estep et al., l97l;
Farmer and Velde, 1973).Burns and Huggins (1972) and
Kovach et al. (1975) noted non-linear variation with
composition for some bands in the infrared spectra of
olivinesand pyroxenes.They suggested
that this was due
to significant cation ordering over the octahedral sites in
the structuresof these minerals.Huggins (1973)further
developed this idea to quantitatively derive site-populations in manganiferousolivines; however, no comparative studies of this method have yet been made. perhaps
the most precisemethodof characterizationinvolvesthe
correlation of band position with order/disorder parameter for a fixed mineral composition.

cations and the cation ordering over the non-equivalent
sites in the structure. Similar quantitative interpretations
were subsequently made for the micas (Wilkins, 1968)
and the talcs (Wilkins and Ito, 1967),and rhe method has
been used in systematicsite-occupancystudies (Burns
and Prentice,1968;Burns and Greaves,1971).
Frequency shift

Strens(1974)has shownthat the frequencyshift ofthe
individual bands in the fine-structure is a function of the
electronegativityof the bonded cations. This suggests
that the frequency shift is related to the relative covalency of the cation-hydroxyl bond. The resolution of these
bandsin the hydroxyl spectrumis a function ofboth band
width and frequency shift. The intrinsic width of the
bands in end-memberordered structures is -5 cm-r,
which is usually broadenedto -6 cm-l by instrumental
and minor substitutional effects. The frequency shift is
generally considerably greater than the band width; thus
the principal resolution problems arise from accidental
overlap of configurationshaving similar frequency shifts.
One complicating factor is the presenceof cation substitutions at sites not coordinated to the hydroxyl and their
possibleeffecton the frequencyofthe bands.This is best
The hydroxyl stretching region
documentedfor the amphiboles,in which alkali cations
A fragment in many common hydroxyl-bearing minerentering the A-site increase the principal OH stretching
als is the edge-sharingoctahedral trimer [M3@12(OH)] frequencyconsiderably(-t24 cm-1 in riebeckite(Strens,
(@ : unspecified anion); this is embedded in the struc1974);30-40 cm-r for hastingsite and pargasite (Semet,
turesof the humites,the amphiboles,the micas,talcsand
1973);56cm I and 62cm-t respectivelyforrichterite and
chlorites.
potassium-richterite (Rowbotham and Farmer, 1973)).
The fundamentalband of the O-H stretching vibration
This suggeststhat the chemically more complex minerals
occursfrom 1500-3800cm-r. The exact position of this
will give so many bands that the spectrawill becometoo
band in the infrared region is a function ofthe strengthsof
complex to be resolved. Where cation substitutionsin
the hydrogen--oxygenbond; strong bonds are associated sites not coordinated to OH do not have such a great
with higher frequencies,the lower end of the range being effect on the stretching frequency, the peaks may merely
characteristicof symmetrical hydrogen bonds (Hamilton
be broadenedrather than split into different peaks.Again,
andIbers, 1968).In the spectraofmineralscontainingthis this will causeproblems as such substitutionalbroadening
cluster, the fundamental band generally occurs from
will decreasethe resolution of the spectrum and lead to
3600-3700
cm-r, indicativeofa stronghydroxyl bond and Iesswell-definedband intensities.
little or no hydrogen bonding. Minerals containing a
The derivation of band intensities
completely ordered arrangementof cations in this cluster
show a single sharp hydroxyl stretching band in this
The derivation of band intensities from a measured
region. However, the principal band in minerals of interspectrum is a difficult problem even in the simplest of
mediate composition shows considerable fine structure. cases, and some of the difficulties involved have been
Bassett (1960)was first to make the connection between discussedby Strens (1974).Three main methods have
fine-structure in the OH stretching region and the cation
been used: (1) graphical resolution, (2) use of a curve
arrangementin the coordinating siteswhen he interpreted resolver,and (3) least-squares
refinement.
such structure in the spectra of biotites as being due to
Several problems are common to all three methods.
vacanciesin the octahedrallayer. Vedder (1964)con- First, it is usually necessaryto apply substantialbaseline
firmed this association between OH fine-structure and corrections to the observed spectrum (see Burns and
cation configurationin the octahedrallayer ofphlogopites
Greaves, 1971, Figs. I and 2). Most studies do not
in a very detailed study. Strens (1966)and Burns and mentionhow this is done,but Strens(1974)indicatesthat
Strens (1966)interpreted the fine-structure bands in amthe baseline is usually drawn in freehand by the experiphibolesin terms of cation disorder over the octahedrally- menter. Obviously such a subjectiveprocedure cannot be
coordinated sites in the structure, and used the relative
consideredsatisfactory. Similar problems in the fitting of
intensity ofthe various bands to derive the frequency of
Mcissbauerspectra are handled by a baseline refinement
occurrence of the different possible combinations of
technique. Such an approach is also necessaryfor the
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infrared technique if the method is to give objective
results.The secondfactor involved in eachofthe resolution methods is the form of the band shape. In principle,
vibrational bandsare Lorentzian but line-broadeningusually results in a band shape that approximates a skewed
Gaussian(Strens,1974).If a normalGaussianis used,this
may give rise to spuriousweak bandsin the fitted spectra.
The first two methodsoutlined above are highly subjective; however, both are useful for deriving starting parameters for numerical fitting procedures. The latter will
usually involve the least-squarestechnique,possibly with
the use of linear constraints, with the major advantage
that standarddeviations can be derived.
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the M(l) and M(3) positionsin a binary (Me,Fe) amphibole solid solution is given by

T:B+2C+3D

(15)

If the total Fe content of the amphibole is known from
the chemical analysis, the Fe content of the M(2) + M(4)
sites may be derived by difference.
Consider the equations relating peak intensity to mole
fraction:
A= pt2ttt: (l -0,)r(1 - 03)
B:pr2h+ZrqQtLtt

: (r - 6)26t + 2l - 6)6Jt - 6)

(16)

Other considerations
The derivation of site-occupanciesfrom band intensities assumesthat the band intensityfor a specificconfiguration is related to the frequency of occulTenceof that
configuration in the same way that all other bands are
related to their corresponding configurations. Thus the
transition moment of the OH vibration should be independent of the type of configuration. Work on micas (Rouxhet, 1970) suggeststhat this is not so, and the limited
amount of work done on amphibolesin this regard is also
apparentlyin accordwith this conclusion(Strens, 1974).
The occurrence of weak hydrogen bonding may significantly affect the transition moment of the OH band,
whether or not the strength of the hydrogen bonding is
related to the cation configuration at the coordinating
octahedralsites.
In many structures, the hydroxyl position may be
occupiedby F, Cl (andO2-; in additionto OH. In order to
apply this method,it is necessaryto assumethat there is
at
randommixing of OH, F, Cl anionswith no segregation
specific cation configurations. Unfortunately, this does
not appear to be the case, as Fe2* tends to avoid Fcoordinatedsites(Rosenburgand Foit, 1977).
Hydroxyl infrared spectrahave found most use in siteoccupancystudiesof Mg/Fe2* and Mg/Fe2+/Fe3*/Alorderingover the M(1), M(2) and M(3) sitesin amphiboles.
It is instructiveto considerthe specificcaseof Mg/Fe2*
ordering in C2lm amphiboles,following the work of Law
(1976). When Fe2+ and Mg only are present at the
octahedrally coordinated sites coordinating a single hydroxyl-2M(l) + M(3)-, the OH absorptionband consists
of four component peaks:
A 2M(1) + M(3) : 3Ms
B 2M(l) + M(3) : 2Mg + Fe2* O (=2B' + B")
C 2M(l) + M(3) : Mg .r 2Fe2+O (=2C' + C")
D 2 M ( 1 )+ M ( 3 ) : 3 F e 2 *
In principle, both B and C should be resolvable into
two components(B', B"; C' , C") that dependon whether
or not the uniqueatom is at an M(l) or M(3) site. No such
fitting procedure has been used. The total iron content of

c : Q r r t "+ 2 p t h t h : Q r 2 (-t h ) + 2 ( l - Q ) Q f t t
D : Qr2h: Qrzbt
where pi and @1are the Mg and Fe2* occupanciesof the
M(i) site. As @r= ll2(T - @3),where T is known from the
bulk composition, each of the peak intensities can be
related to the single variable f3. Thus four values of @3
are obtained, fairly precise estimatesofthe site-occupancies. An alternate method of obtaining site-occupancies
using the intensity ratios of peaks B and C was developed
by Strens(1966,1974),but this hasbeendisputedby Law
fl976\.
Clustering is the tendency for arrangements of like
cations (e.g., FeFeFe, MgMgMg) to occur more often
than expected for random mixing. Strens (1966) noted
that the infrared technique was sensitive to this effect,
and suggestedthat clusteringof Fe2* or Mg in amphiboles
is indicatedif observedintensitiesof the D or A bands(Do
and Ao) exceedthe values (D" or A") calculatedassuming
random mixing. At this stage,it seemedthat the presence
or absence of clustering was an additional piece of
information that could be derived from the band intensities. However, Law (1976)questionedthe validity of this
criterion for clustering, and Whittaker (1979)showedthat
the presenceof clustering affects the relative intensity of
all bands in the OH spectrum. This means that the
procedure of Law (1976)that was outlined above for the
derivation of M(1) and M(3) site-occupanciesin amphiboles is only valid in the absenceof cation clustering (or
anticlustering: the mutual avoidance of like cations). To
summarize the results of Whittaker (1979), clustering of
Fe increases the intensity of both the A and D bands
(although not equally), and also affects the intensities of
the B and C bandsin a complex manner that is a function
of the bulk composition of the mineral. These results
were for one particular model of cation interaction; as
indicated by Whittaker (1979),other models are possible,
leading to different but equally complex band intensity
behavior. Considering the large number of factors that
can a.ffectthe band intensities, it is questionablewhether
or not the spectrum contains sufficient information to
derive a unique model. Certainly more work is required in
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this vein if the OH band infrared method is going to
produce quantitative site-occupancies for minerals in
which clustering has not been disproved by other means
(e.9., sreu with analyticalcapability).
The precision of the OH infrared method is not welldocumented.The two examples given by Law (1976)
have standarddeviations of 0.02 and -0.06 atoms/site
respectively (ignoring the uncertainty in the bulk composition of the minerals).The precision of site-occupancy
determinationswill be a function of the bulk composition
of and ordering pattern exhibited by the mineral, and a
generalstatementof precisionis not possible.
Although the arguments outlined above were developed for amphiboles, they are applicable in principle to
other similar structure types. If clustering proves to be a
common effect, it will almost certainly preclude any
widespread use of the OH band infrared method for
quantitative characteization of cation ordering without
considerable development in the method of spectrum
analysis.On the other hand, if the absenceof clustering
can be demonstrated(or assumedfor qualitative work),
this is an extremely useful technique,particularly for finegrained material with ordering of non-Mossbauer sensitive species.

minerals with polyvalent transition metal cations, in
which the spectra may also be complicated by interelement electron transitions, that is, charge transfer
bands where the electron transitions take place from
cation to anion, anion to cation or cation to cation. These
transitions are particularly common when adjacent cations have variable valence states(e.g., Fe2* and Fe3+,
Ti3+ and Tia*) and are a major cause of color and
pleochroismin silicates(Manningand Nickel, 1969;Faye
and Nickel, 1970;Burns, l98l). The intensityof this type
of band is one to two orders of magnitudelarger than the
intensity of spin-allowed d-d bands. Thus overlap of
these two types of band in an absorption spectrum can
obscurethe d-d transitionbands.The occurrenceofmore
than one type of transition-metal cation in the structure,
as is common in many minerals, will further complicate
the interpretation of the absorption spectra (c/. Moore
and White, 1972).For the derivation of quantitative sitepopulations by this method, additional problems arise.
The intensity of an absorption is a function of the
probability of the transition. The transition probability is
governed by the Laporte selection rule (King, 1964)
which forbids transitionsbetween 3d orbitals. When a
transition-metal cation occupiesa site without a center of
symmetry, mixing the 3d and 4p orbitals allows a transiElectronic absorption spectroscopy
tion, the intensity of which is a function of the degreeof
The 3d-orbitalsof a transition metal ion are energetical- 3d-4p mixing that is, in turn related to the deviation of the
ly degeneratein a spherically symmetric electric potential cation environment from centrosymmetry. Thus when a
field. Application of an electric potential field of lower
transition-metal cation occurs in more than one site in a
symmetry removesthis degeneracyand leads to a split- crystal, the intensities of the d-d bands are a function of
ting of the orbital energy levels. When light passes both the cation occupancies and the deviation of the
through a crystal containinga transition metal ion, certain cationenvironmentfrom centrosymmetry.In centrosymwave lengths are absorbed by transition of electrons metric sites, some 3d-4p orbital mixing may occur by
between the ground and excited statesof the ion. As the
vibronic coupling and hence very weak bands can result
character and amount of separationof the orbital energy from cationsin these sites. Local disordercan also give
levels is a function of the potential field applied by the
rise to intensification of d-d bands in solid solutions;
crystal, occupancy of different sites in a crystal will
Robbinsand Strens(1972)have noted this affectin micas
produce absorption of different wavelengths of light.
and termedit "substitutionalintensification".This could
Henceoptical absorptionspectroscopyis ofpotential use lead to non-linearrelationshipin Beer's law type plots
to characterize site-occupancy in crystals both qualita- (bandintensity ys. concentration).Rossman(1975,1976\
tively (by observation and assignmentof spectral bands has demonstratedtremendous enhancementof spin-forto specific cations in specific sites-Burns, 1970a)and bidden d-d bands by antiferromagnetic exchangein hyquantitatively (by comparison of spectral band intensi- droxy- and oxy-bridgedFe3* clustersas comparedwith
ties-Burns, 1970b). However, this method is not isolated Fe3+ polyhedra. These considerationssuggest
straightforward becausethe interpretation of the spectra that if optical absorption spectroscopy is to be used for
is not simple, as indicated for example by the many
quantitative derivation of site-populations,it will be necconflicting studies on the orthopyroxenes (White and essary to empirically calibrate the method using samples
Keester, 1966, 1967;Bancroft and Burns, 1967;Burns, of known site-occupancy.
1968, 1970a;Runciman et al.. 1973l.Goldman and RossExtensive electronic absorption studies began in the
man, 1976, 1977b).
mid-1960's(Farrel and Newnham, 1965; Burns, 1965;
Excitation occurs through interaction of the electric White and Keester, 1966)when there was a tendencyto
field of the incident radiation with a component of the
interpret the spectra purely in terms of d-d bands.
dipolemomentof the absorbingspecies;consequentlythe Recognitionof the importance of charge-transferprocessabsorption is dependent both on orientation and the
es in minerals (Littler and Williams, 1965;Faye et aI.
symmetry properties of the mineral. Thus for complete 1968;Robbins and Strens, 1968)led to improvementsin
characteization of absorption, polarized absorption spectrum interpretation. Manning and Nickel (1969)and
spectra are required. This is of particular importance in
Faye and Nickel (1970)resolved the wide absorption
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where I is called the nuclear spin quantum number and
can take integer or half-integer values, and h is Planck's
constant. As the nucleus is chargedand has spin, it has a
magnetic multipole moment that can interact with an
applied magnetic field to produce a series of preferred
orientations of the nuclear magnetic moment. These
+3 n - - '
correspondto the number ofquantum statesindicated by
I, the nuclear spin quantumnumber. Resonantabsorption
Nuclear Magnstrc
Zeemon ond
Zeemon
of energy correspondingto the energy separationsof the
quodruPole
level c
inlerocl i oni
quantum states can cause excitation between these
4.
levels
for
a
nucleus
with
spin
3/2,
states. Measurement of the energy absorbed by these
Fig.
Nuclearenergy
showingthe effectof the Zeemanand quadrupoleinteractions transitions allows the characteization of the energy level
(left)andthe resultantnuclearmagleticresonance
(right).
separations.This is done by placing the specimenin an
oscillating magneticfield and measuringthe absorptionof
radio-frequency energy transmitted through the sample;
thus the radio-frequency field is held constant and the
bands in the spectra of pyroxenes and amphiboles into
componentpeaks of narrower half-width, using a skewed magneticfield is varied.
There are two principal types of interaction between
Gaussianpeak shape and a Dupont curve resolver. In a
nucleus and a magnetic field:
the
similar study on the olivines, Burns (1970b)used the
(1) interaction between the field and the nuclear magresultant band intensities to assignFe2+ site-occupancies
to the M(l) and M(2) sites, evaluating the relationship netic dipole moment (Zeeman interaction) that results in
betweenthe peak arearatios and the Fe2* site-occupancy 2l + | equally spacedenergy levels and one resonance
ratios in two fayalites and assuming it to be constant absorption line.
(2) interaction betweenthe field and the nuclear electric
across the series.
quadrupole moment. In general, this is a much smaller
Goldmanand Rossman(1977a,b,1978)
and Goldmanet
al. (1978)have shown that electronic absorption spectros- effect and can be treated as a second order perturbation
copy can be a powerful method for qualitatively assigning on the Zeemanenergylevels (Volkoff, 1953).
The effectsof each interaction on the energy levels of a
Fe2+site-populations,and is particularly useful in assignnucleuswith spin 3/2 is shown in Figure 4. The splitting of
ing quadrupole split doublets in Mossbauer spectra to
Fe2* at specific sites in the structure under examination. the energy levels is a function of the strength of the
Goldman and Rossman(1979)have also used this method magneticfield and, in the case of the quadrupole interaction, the orientation of the magnetic field with regard to
to derive quantitative cation distributions in orthopyroxthe environment of the nucleus. The energy separations
enes, correlating the intensity of bands due to Fe2+ at
between the perturbed Zeeman sublevels are no longer
M(2) with the molar concentration of Fe2+ at this site.
equal, and the single resonance line from the Zeeman
Their method was calibrated using orthopyroxenes of
interaction is split into 2I components. For half-integral
known site-occupancy.
spins, there is a central component and 2l - I satellites
This method has not had extensive use in quantitative
site-population studies as yet but, as indicated by Ross- symmetrically located about the central component; for
integral spins, there are 2I shifted components.
man (1979),has considerablepotential in this area. When
Nuclear quadrupole resonancehas been used qualitathe method requires unfolding of overlapping peaks as in
the caseof the olivines (Burns, 1970b),the computational tively to measure order/disorder of atoms with nuclear
problems are similar to those of the infrared method for
spin I > ll2. The central component (-ll2 e +ll2
depends only on second order terms of the
transition)
problems
hydorxyl-bearing silicates. When overlap
can
perturbing electric quadrupole interaction, whereas the
be avoided (Goldman and Rossman, 1979),the principal
-+512etc.
satellite lines (11/2 <-> +312 and t3l2 <>
dfficulty would appear to be adequately describing the
perturbation
terms.
first
order
on
transitions) depend
shape of the background under the absorption band of
Atomic disorder at surrounding sites results in different
interest, particularly when affectedby the tail of a closely
adjacentpeak. In more complex solid solutions, substitu- electric field gradients at crystallographically-equivalent
positions throughout the crystal. This leadsto broadening
tional broadening and "intensity borrowing" (Manning,
of the satellite lines, which may not be observed in
1973) may introduce considerable complexity into the
crystals with considerabledisorder. This effect has been
calibration of this method.
used qualitatively to measure AVSi order/disorder in
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
feldspars(seeSmith, 1974),andreferencestherein), AUSi
(NMR)
is
the
resonance
disorder and Na positional disorder in nepheline (BrinkNuclear magnetic resonance
mann et al., 1972),AUSi order in cordierite (Tsang and
absorption and emission of electromagneticradiation by
an atomic nucleus in a magneticfield. An atomic nucleus Ghose. 1972) and considerable disorder in tourmaline
(Tsang and Ghose, 1973). Spin-echo spectra (using a
has angular momentum that can be expressed as Ih,
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Fig. 5. Schematicenergy-leveldiagramfor Mn2* showing the electronic levels in zero and in strong magneticfield togetherwith
the splitting due to nuclear spin; some typical transitions are shown by arrows (from Bleany and Ingram, l95l).

pulsed rather than a continuous radiofrequency field) the 27Al spectra of almandine (Ghose, 1964; Brinkman
have been used to characterize order/disorder in spinels and Kaeser, 1972), and the relative intensities of the
(Rotter et al.,1977; Shirakashiand Kubo, 1979).
possible configurationscorrelated well with the chemical
Nuclear magnetic resonancecan also be used to char- composition of the garnet. Sanz and Stone (1977) and
actenze order/disorder between diamagnetic and para- Kalinichenko et al. (1977) used this technique with
magnetic cations in crystals. The presence of paramag- H*NMR spectrain micas and amphibolesto characterize
netic ions in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus of
Mg/Fe order/disorder at the octahedrally coordinated
interest considerably modifies the local magnetic field sites h these minerals. The problems associated with
when compared with the field from an environment of
derivation of site-populationsshould be much the sameas
diamagnetic ions. This change in the magnetic field in
those encountered in the infrared method. Sanz and
turn produces a change in the energy level separation(s) Stone (1977, 1979)have also shown the value of NMR
which causes a "paramagnetic shift" in the resonance spectroscopyapplied to short-rangeorder in minerals.
lines observed in the NMR spectrum. In a crystal with
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
substitutional disorder at next-nearest-neighbor positions, the NMR spectrum consists of the diamagnetic
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is the resospectrumplus one or more paramagneticallyshifted spec- nance absorption and emission of electromagneticradiatra correspondingto the number of configurationsof the tion by electrons of a paramagneticion. A paramagnetic
next-nearest neighbors. The relative intensities of the ion with n unpaired electronsacts as a system with a spin
various spectral lines are related to the frequency of
S : n/2. The crystal field lifts the degeneracy of the
occurrence of the next-nearest-neighborconfigurations. electronic states and an applied magnetic field lifts the
Such paramagnetically shifted lines were recognized in
degeneracyof the spin states. Consequently the system
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Accuracy
An experimental result consists of the true value together with random and systematic errors characteristic
of the experimental method. Precision is an estimate of
the random elTor component. The systematic elTors are
far more difficult to examine. This can be done by
analysis of standard samples in which the measured
quantity is already known (i.e., from the preparation
spectrumof
resonance
Fig. 6. Mn2* electronparamagnetic
feasiblefor diffraction methodsby cation
groupsof hyperfinelinesin method). This is
diopside;notethe two overlapping
in proven stoichiometric comrefinement
site-occupancy
the centralregionof the spectrum,due to Mn2+ at the M2
is not feasible (e.9.'
pounds
disorder
which
cation
in
(strong)andMl (weak)sites(fromGhoseandSchindler,1969).
disorder of Ca and S in CaSOa),and for spectroscopic
methods by examining ordered end-member composiwhere all the relevant sites are completely occupied
tions
has S + 1 energetically distinct levels; transitions bethe
spectroscopicallyactive species(e.8., orthoferroby
tween these levels are known as fine-structure lines. The
have been no systematicstudiesof this sort.
There
silite).
(or
paramagnetic
ion
presenceof nuclear moments in the
The alternative method is to examine the same sample
in the surroundingligands)can also contribute to the local
variety of techniques of approximately equal
magnetic field at the electron. The number of possible with a
precision.
The difference in the results is then a measure
orientations of a nuclear moment are 2l + l, and thus
in their systematic errors, and the
the
differences
of
+
2I
I
eachfine-structureabsorptionline will be split into
of several results suggeststhat
agreement
hyperfine lines. The selection rules allow transitions satisfactory
of the methods are not signifiin
each
errors
systematic
betweenlevels of the samenuclear spin quantum number
precision.
of
level
the
attained
cant
at
and differing by one in their electronic spin quantum
for X-ray diffraction and
results
selected
I
shows
Table
number. A schematicenergy level diagram for Mn2+ and
samples,where the
the
same
on
spectroscopy
the spectrum of Mn2* in diopside (Ghose and Schindler, Mcissbauer
and each determiwell-resolved
were
spectra
Mdssbauer
1969)are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Fine-structure lines
precision.
X-ray results for
The
comparable
is
of
nation
vary in intensity, whereas the hyperfine lines from a
have
been modified
anthophyllite
and
cummingtonite
intensity.
single fine-structure absorption are of equal
Ca and Mn;
of
amounts
for
small
to
account
General discussionsof EPR and its application to miner- slightly
(1983).
given
Hawthorne
procedure
by
are
this
of
details
alogy are given by Schindler (1968) and Ghose (1968).
quoted precision,
the
within
identical
are
results
The
Most applications to mineralogy have involved Mn2* or
systematic errors well below the assigned
Fe3+, although Ti3* (Weeks, 1973), Eu2* and Gd3+ suggesting
precision,
hence accurateresults. For more complex
and
(Morris, 1975)have been examined. This technique difthere
are no suitable data for a comparison of
minerals,
fers from the others outlined in this paper in that it is used
available data are given in Table 2, but
Some
this
sort.
to examine trace paramagneticcomponentsin a diamagare often not assigned,a Mn compodeviations
standard
netic structure. If the paramagneticions are not magnetipresent
in
some of the X-ray site-occupancy
is
nent
cally dilute, their magneticmoments interact and a broad
in
the caseofglaucophanethe crystal
and
determinations,
structurelessresonanceresults. The EPR is complementary to the other major component techniquesdescribed
of high
determinations
of site-occupancy
here.
Table l. Comparison
Mossbauerspectra
precisionin mineralswith well-resolved
Electron paramagnetic resonance has been used to
semi-quantitatively measure order/disorder of atoms by
Reference
Irossbsuer
X-ray
Slte
Mloeral
comparingthe intensities of absorption of atoms at diferthe
Mn2+
ent sites in a mineral. This is illustrated by
0.745(4)
0.743(3)
l{1
(1)
absorption in diopside shown in Figure 6. Superimposed Orthopyroxene
0.955(4)
0.9s7(3)
,,p
on the strong central hyperfine sextet is a weaker hyper0.78(L)
0.76(-)
u(1)
(2,3)
fine sextet with a slightly different spacing. Ghose and
C@ldgtonLte
o.22O(4)
0.21(-)
U(1,2,3)
Schindler (1969)interpreted these as due to Mn2+ at the
0.96s(8)
0.985(8)
u(4)
(4,5)
M2 and Ml sites respectively in diopside; from the
Gruuerite
0.839(8)
0.826(10)
u(1,2,3)
relative intensity of the lines, site-occupancieswere de0,s29(-)
0.5rr54)
u4
rived, assuming an equal transition probability at each
(6,7)
Anthophylllte
vl r 1
0.022(-)
0.028(3)
to
in
this
area
work
sufficient
site. There has not been
realistically evaluate the possible limits of accuracy and
(1) Bwl@ et aL. (19?1); (2) Glpse (1961) and'
Referqcea:
(3) Ghoae ed' weifu@r (1972);
bg uthor;
precision. However, this may changeas there is consideriiechet Qg66), nodified
(5) iarner and @roee Q971); (6) ri.ngq (1970)'
tn) fingio os:6gd;
(1978).
(7) seifert
able potential for application of EPR to magnetically
ae rcdifi.ed. bv etl@li
dilute minerals, particularly gemstones.
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Table 2. Comparison of site-occupancy determinations in
complex minerals

and gloss over some of the inherent difrculties. Experience should tell us that "methods of considerablepotential" are also methods with considerable unrecognized
Mlnersl
X-ray
lto6sbauer
Infrared
problems.
Of the techniques surveyed here, single-crystal X-ray
lr(1)
0 . 5 1( - ) F e *
o.ze(-)rel] o.so{o)rell
Iteotanoan
ll(2)
0.46 (-)Fe*+0.15FeF 0 . 2 9 ( - ) F e ; r
0 . 4 7( 6 ) F e ; r
diffraction is the most widely applicable. Any binary
'
ferro-ecttnoltte
M(3)
0. 58(-) Fe*
0.40(-) Pe0.23(5)Fe-'
(1)
fet.
(2)
(3)
combination of atoms ditrering significantly in atomic
M1
number can be handled, with site-occupancies deter0.39(-)Fe*u
o.ro1syr"2"l
0,055(-) Fe0.05(2)Fe;r
nohquistire
mined fairly precisely (-0.005 for Mg/Fe site-occupanil3
0.55 (-)Fe*
0.59(9)Fe-'
(4)
Ref.
cies, -0.01 for Na/Ca site-occupancies).In addition,
H(1)
o.rs(z)re"2l
stereochemicalinformation is derived and this can lead to
o.rs{-)rell
0 . 0 9 ( 2 )F e i .
0.15(-)Fe;r
craucopbene
further definition of site-occupanciesand/or an internal
il[3] 0 . 2 9 ( 2 ) F e - '
0.32 (-) Fe-'
(6)
Ref.
(7)
check on the accuracy of the result. Single-crystal neutron diffraction is less widely used, but has similar
Ee*.=_7"'' = I,tn. Refe"erces: (1) ttitchell et aL. (1,9?1); (il Bm
characteristicsand is particularly useful for site-occupan@d Gze@es (197J);
(i) I@ (1926);
G) fru8tutd @d. Hhittakq
(1975); (5) Ian vhittqkex (1981); (6) papike atd,
cies involving AUSi (precision -0.03), Fe/Mn and Fe/Ti
ctuk.(1,oss);
0)
B@@oft ffid Bw@ (1969).
ordering. Mrissbauer spectroscopy is highly specific in
application,.and most work has focussed on ordering of
Fe2* and Fe3*. However, the ubiquity of Mg/Fe2+and
AUFe3* diadochy in minerals makes this an important
used in the X-ray study apparently deviated from the
averagechemistry of the bulk sample and so the results techniquein site-occupancydetermination. The ability to
accuratelydistinguishbetweenFe2* and Fe3* is ofparticare not strictly comparable. The results for holmquistite
agree fairly well. There is considerablevariation among ular utility. In well-resolved spectra, Fe2+ site-occupancies can be determined with a precision of -0.005. With
the different results for the manganoanferro-actinolite,
decreasing
spectral resolution, parameter correlation bebut without standarddeviationsit is not apparentwhether
comes a problem and the precision of site-occupancy
or not these differencesare significant; one might expect
determination decreasesstrongly. Hydroxyl-band infrathe standard deviations in the Mrissbauer study to be at
red spectroscopyseemsto be capableof adequateprecileast as large as those of the holmquistite study, so
sion (-0.02 on Mg/Fe2+site-occupancies).However, the
possibly the differences are not significant. Certainly a
method
is perturbed by clustering and further developcomparative study of this sort on some of the more
ment
of
this method to allow for this efect is necessary.
complex minerals by current techniquesis desirable.
Electronic absorption spectroscopyis now being used for
In well-characterizedmineral groups, the accuracy of
site-occupancy determination by structure refinement quantitative site-occupancydetermination, and there is
can be checked from mean bond-length constituent ca- potential here for further development. X-ray and neutron diffraction powder profile-refinement, y-ray difraction/anion radius relationships, where it is known that
suchrelationshipsare well-behaved(i.e., not significantly tion, X-ray photoelectron diffraction, nuclear magnetic
perturbed by substitutionsat other sites in the structure). resonancespectroscopyand electron paramagneticresoThe sensitivity of this method dependson the difference nance spectroscopyhave potential for quantitative characterization of site-occupancies,but more developmentis
in ionic radius of the cations/anionsinvolved, and on the
required.
coordination number of the site. In somecases.ionic radii
The determination of site-occupanciesin minerals is
differences are sufficient to assessthe accuracy of the
not
a trivial problem, particularly in the more chemically
method at the level of assignedprecision (e.g., AVSi
complex species. Any single method can only resolve
refinementusing neutron difraction data), but this is not
generallythe case. For such casesas Mg1Fe2+or AVFe3+ binary site-occupanciessensitive to that particular technique. Complete experimental characterization of siteordering, where precisions of -0.005 atoms per site can
occupanciesfrequently requires a combination of several
be expected from X-ray diffraction data, assessmentof
techniques that should be regarded as complementary
accuracy is an order of magnitude larger than the precirather than competetive. The very specific sensitivity of
sion except perhaps in optimum cases where the strucmany of the spectroscopic techniques make them a
tures are very well characterized.
natural counterpart to both diffraction techniques and
other spectroscopicmethods. The difrculties and ambiConclusions
guities involved in an experimental method can often be
The methodsfor site-populationdetermination all have substantially reduced by using a combination of experitheir specific advantagesand disadvantages;there is no
mental techniques pertinent to the specific problem at
philosopher's stone for site-occupancycharacterization. hand. The utility ofthis approachis evident from
several
When introducing new techniquesto this field, there has studies(Bancroftet al.,1967a;Bancroftand Burns, 1969;
beena tendency in the past to overemphasizetheir utility
Hawthorne and Grundy, 1977; Goldman and Rossman,
()j
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Goldmanet al., 1977),thecombinationof methods
1977a:
of site-populaleadingto a muchbettercharacterization
tionsthanwouldotherwisehaveoccurred.
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